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一、字彙【請依照句子前後文意，選出最適當的答案】 

【1】1. Born in Australia, Anthony moved to Canada as a young man and eventually _______ to Japan to work as 
an English teacher. 
� emigrated � translated � transcended � emulated 

【4】2. There were 47 crashes at the Kedzie and Belmont intersection in 2010 alone, making it one of the most 
_______ intersections in the region. 
� overreaching � difficult � outstanding � perilous 

【2】3. This hospital had been sued twice because the doctors allegedly revealed a patient's HIV status to family 
members without the patient's _______. 
� payment � permission � surgery � treatment 

【1】4. Allowing children to participate in beauty pageants may give them the _______ that being pretty is the 
only option for popularity and success, says a psychologist. 
� perception � perspiration � compensation � constitution 

【3】5. An artist who has not yet even turned 21, Ruby is a fiddle genius whose next trick is to _______ herself as 
a songwriter. 
� respire � redeem � reinvent � repent 

【3】6. The school’s _______ will definitely suffer now that the investigation confirmed there was deliberate 
cheating on standardized tests carried out by administrators.   
� curriculum � scholarship � image � research 

【2】7. A research study showed that by the end of 5th grade, children who didn’t read over their summer breaks 
_______two years behind the reading levels of summer readers. 
� left � lagged � legged � put 

【2】8. The company owns several _______ technology patents, which are literally their golden hens.  
� uprising � cutting-edge � off-putting � breathtaking 

【1】9. To many people, giving a public speech is not only a _______ challenge but also a nightmare.  
� daunting � forefront � puny  � stable 

【2】10. The government has been discussing about offering more extensive tax _______ in order to encourage 
biomedical investment.   
� drawbacks � incentives � complications � restraints 

【4】11. Economic development oftentimes is at the ______ of the environment, especially in the emerging markets. 
In these countries, money prioritizes the environment.  
� benefit  � welfare � option � expense 

【1】12. The president’s attempts to reform are hampered by many _______ interest groups, which want to 
maintain the existing systems that work in their favor.  
� well-entrenched � well-groomed � ill-concealed � ill-informed 

【2】13. In today’s democracy, what is the least _______ to some politicians could, on the contrary, be the most 
needed and wanted policy for the people.  
� disclosed  � palatable � illegible � undesirable 

 

【3】14. Because of the political _______ between the ruling and opposition party, many important policies 
regarding the citizens’ rights have been hopelessly held back.  
� cooperation � startup � standoff  � correspondence 

【3】15. It is essential for all teachers to remember that the purpose of education is to enable students to reach their 
full _______.  
� census � damage � potential  � exception 

 
 
二、文法測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 
【2】16. The company plans to put at least 10 cars a day on sale every day through Monday, _______ the 

promotion is set to end. 
� that � when � which � how 

【3】17. It has been estimated that approximately _______ of the world’s population, over one billion people, earns 
less than US$1.00 per day. 
� one-five � two-fifth � one-fifth � two-five 

【1】18. Taipei police are seeking the public’s assistance in locating a 5-year-old boy believed to _______ by his 
grandfather. 
� have been taken  � have taking  
� has been taken  � be taking 

【4】19. At about 285,000 square feet on seven floors, the new store will be almost twice _______ Nordstrom's 
average store. 
� bigger � the biggest � as bigger as � as big as 

【3】20. _______ of fans filled the streets on Thursday to pay their final respects to the player who collapsed and 
died during a soccer match last weekend. 
� A thousand  � Thousand  
� Thousands  � Several thousand 

【3】21. Tony Blair, the former Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, has admitted that he regrets _______ the 
post of the first president of the European Union. 
� not having offering  � to have offering  
� not being offered  � to being offered  

【4】22. Miranda noticed a frequent unusual tightness in her face, but it was her nearly nonstop yawning _______ 
attracted the most attention. 
� in which � to have � what � that 

【3】23. _______ to sign the contract, they must inform the manufacturer of this decision before the end of August. 
� The clients wish not  � The clients not wished 
� Should the clients not wish � Should the clients not wishing 

【2】24. Not until after her father’s death _______ that he had earned a Bronze Star for combat heroism. He’d 
never mentioned it. 
� Jessica did learn  � did Jessica learn  
� Jessica does learn  � does learn Jessica 

【4】25. The political maverick has been known for his puritan way of living. He _______ drinks _______ smokes, 
and has been absolutely frugal and industrious.  
� either / or  � not only / but also  
� doesn’t / nor  � neither / nor  

【1】26. Star Wars is an American epic space film series _______ I will never be tired. 
� of which  � that  � which  � by that 

【3】27. To make a holistic evaluation about students’ learning, the young teacher prefers asking students to work 
on integrative projects _______ giving unnecessary quizzes and tests.  
� than � but � to � more 

【1】28. After an overheated fight with his parents, Andy left home, and did not return _______ ten years later.  
� until � since � by � for 

【2】29. _______ in the 19th century, the university is the oldest in the world.  
� Found � Founded � To found  � To find  

【2】30. It is high time that students _______ preparing for the entrance exam.  
� start � started � will start  � are starting  

 
 



三、克漏字測驗【請依照段落上下文意，選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇： 
How will animals fare in prison? A parrot has spent five days   31   by the police in a prison in Argentina. A 

judge ordered the parrot, which is called Pepo, to be held   32   until he told the police who his real owner was. 
Two neighbors, Machado and Ve ga, were disputing who the bird   33   to. Judge Carlos decided the parrot should 
be   34   to prison until he said the name of his owner. After five days, Pepo said Machado’s name and also sang 
the   35   of his favorite soccer team, San Lorenzo. Mr. Machado said,“I knew he wasn’t going to let me down. 
He is a real friend, and we support the same soccer team.”  
【4】31. � interrogating � to be interrogated � to interrogate � being interrogated 
【2】32. � in contrast � in custody � at gun point � in stock 
【3】33. � to belong � belong � belonged � belonging 
【2】34. � kept � sent � built  � held 
【1】35. � anthem � antarctica  � antonym � antagonist 

 
第二篇： 

Empty Nest Syndrome  36  feelings of depression, sadness, and/or grief experienced by parents and 
caregivers after children come of age and leave their childhood homes. This may occur when children go to 
college or get married. Women are more likely than men to be  37 . Yet this doesn't mean that men are 
completely  38  to Empty Nest Syndrome. Men can experience similar feelings of loss regarding the 
departure of their children. 

More mothers work these days and therefore feel less emptiness when their children leave home. Also, an  
 39  number of adult children between 25 and 34 are now living with their parents at home. Psychologist Allan 
Scheinberg notes that these "boomerang kids" want the "limited responsibility of childhood and the privileges of 
adulthood." Children may also return home  40  economy, divorce, extended education, drug or alcohol 
problems or temporary transitions. With adult children staying home with their parents, the nest may no longer be 
empty but different problems emerge.  
【2】36. � opposes to � refers to  � coexists with � balances with 
【1】37. � affected � infected � infested � accused 
【3】38. � premature � mammal � immune � mental 
【3】39. � extrovert � external � increasing � infinite 
【4】40. � apart from � in place of � except for  � due to 

 
四、閱讀測驗 

第一篇： 
Home, nature, and love are some of the main subjects in artist Marc Chagall’s work. In addition, they are 

universal themes that made Chagall a popular artist whose work many people understand and enjoy.  
One of his best-known paintings, I and the Village, clearly shows the themes of nature and home. The place in 

the painting must be Vitebsk, the small Russian farming village where Chagall was born into a large Jewish family. 
The main part of the painting shows a green man and an animal looking at each other. A circle connects the two 
images. This could be an example of Chagall’s belief in a strong connection between humans and animals. In this 
painting, Chagall brings together fantasy and reality to show a love of home and the natural world.  

Love is another key theme in Chagall’s paintings, especially those of his first wife, Bella. Chagall painted many 
images of them together, and these works clearly show the feelings of romantic love and joy he felt for her. Even 
after her death, she continued to inspire his work. 

Chagall learned about cubism while living in Paris, where many famous modernist artists of the time lived. 
Chagall’s power is in the way he used the cubist and abstract styles of his time to create his own dreamlike images of 
the subjects he loved.  
【3】41. What do the themes of Chagall’s paintings mainly show? 
� Impersonality � Pure abstraction � Universality � Reality 

【4】42. Which of the following statements is true about the painting, I and the Village? 
� Romantic love is its main theme. 
� It portrays the interactions among large Jewish families.  
� The animals are painted green and enclosed by a circle.  
� It shows how humans and animals are connected. 

【1】43. According to the passage, what did Chagall have the deepest love for? 
� The natural world � Cubism � Jewish people � Russia 

【3】44. What can be inferred from the passage about Bella? 
� She came from Paris. 
� She passed away later than Chagall did. 
� She inspired Chagall’s work greatly. 
� She was a modernist artist herself. 

【1】45. What can be inferred from the passage about Marc Chagall? 
� He had married more than once.  
� He spoke French as his first language. 
� He developed his artistic skills mostly by imitating famous modernist artists. 
� Most people find his works uninteresting. 

 
第二篇： 

Gregg Bleakney’s dream was to travel the Americas from top to bottom. He got this idea after he finished a 
1,600 kilometer (1,000 meter) bike ride. Gregg's friend, Brooks Allen, was also a cyclist. The two friends talked 
and slowly formed a plan: they would travel from Alaska to Argentina—by bike. 

To pay for the trip, Gregg and Brooks worked and saved their money for years. Once they were on the road, 
they often camped outdoors and stayed in hostels. In many places, local people opened their homes to the two 
friends and gave them food. During their trip, Gregg and Brooks cycled through deserts, rainforests, and 
mountains. They visited modern cities and ancient ruins such as Machu Picchu in Peru. And everywhere they went, 
they met other cyclists from all over the world.  

In May 2007—two years, twelve countries, and over 30,500 km (19,000 miles) later—Gregg eventually 
reached Ushuaia, Argentina, the southernmost city in the world. Before this, when getting near Guatemala, Brooks 
had to return to the U.S., and Gregg continued without him.  

The trip taught both men a lot about traveling, especially if you travel abroad. What did they learn? Here is 
some of Gregg’s advice: travel light, be flexible, and be polite. The last advice comes from another smart traveler 
who once told Gregg,” Always remember that nobody wants to fight, cheat or rob a nice guy.”  
 
【1】46. Which of the following is an appropriate title for this passage? 
� Cycling the Americas from Top to Bottom   
� Alaska vs. Argentina  
� An Unfortunate American Journey 
� The Southernmost City in the World  

【3】47. Which of the following is NOT true? 
� Gregg and Brooks had to travel cheaply on the road. 
� Only Gregg made the complete trip from Alaska to Argentina. 
� In Guatemala, Gregg got very ill and had to go back to the U.S. 
� They were helped by many local people during this trip.  

【3】48. What does the underlined phrase “ancient ruins” refer to? 
� The undiscovered treasures  
� The expensive artifacts to be purchased 
� The historic parts left and preserved  
� The unraveling historic mysteries 

【4】49. Which of following is NOT a possible suggestion that Gregg could give? 
� The less baggage you have, the less you will have to worry about. 
� You will be more relaxed and happy without having a rigid plan.  
� When you are friendly to people, you will be treated nicely.  
� You should have enough traveling budget before you start your trip.  

【2】50. Which of the following statement would Gregg most likely to agree to? 
� When in a foreign country, you should stay in hotels with people you know. 
� When traveling abroad, saying “thank you” helps.  
� Bring a lot with you on your trip so you don’t have to buy anything.  
� Have a thorough and detailed plan for everything on the trip.  

 
 


